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Association between globus
pallidus volume and positive
symptoms in schizophrenia

doi:10.1111/pcn.13465

Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder characterized by positive and
negative symptoms and cognitive dysfunction.1 Positive symptoms are
a defining characteristic among the symptoms of schizophrenia and
include delusions, hallucinations, and disorganization. Research is
underway to elucidate the biological basis of these psychiatric symp-
toms using various methods.1,2 Subcortical structures, such as the basal
ganglia and thalamus, have been implicated in the psychiatric symp-
toms of schizophrenia. Among them, the globus pallidus has long been
the focus of attention.3,4 The globus pallidus is involved in the direct
and indirect pathways in cortico-basal ganglia-thalamocortical loops,
as it receives inhibitory control from the striatum based on the cortical
signals, which is then related to controlling one’s behavior with a bal-
ance of excitation via direct pathway and inhibition via indirect path-
way as intrinsic (external segment) and output nuclei (internal

segment) of the basal ganglia circuitry. A large-scale multi-site study
demonstrated larger volumes of the left and right globus pallidus in
patients with schizophrenia than in healthy controls and schizophrenia-
specific leftward asymmetry in the pallidum volume.5 Recently, a larger
left pallidal volume has been reported in individuals with at-risk mental
state (ARMS) and subclinical psychotic experiences (SPEs).6,7 How-
ever, the relationship between the globus pallidus and symptom sever-
ity remains unclear. Gur et al.3 reported a positive correlation between
globus pallidus volume and symptom severity, while Spinks et al.4

reported that in patients not taking antipsychotic medication, the
smaller the external segment of the globus pallidus was, the more
severe the symptoms. The present study examined the association
between structural aspects of the globus pallidus and symptom severity
in patients with schizophrenia. To overcome the challenges of previous
studies, we used a larger sample and objective analytical methods
recently established.

The analysis included 276 patients with schizophrenia recruited at
Osaka University Hospital (Table S1). The data from these participants
overlap with our previous studies, and hence details of exclusion and
inclusion of the participants have been described elsewhere.8,9 We used
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS)10 to assess symp-
tom severity, and the volume of the globus pallidus was calculated by
FreeSurfer 5.3 software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) based on
the Enhancing Neuroimaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis
(ENIGMA) protocol using T1-weighted magnetic resonance images.
The volumes of the globus pallidus were examined for bilateral summa-
tion and separately for each side. We also examined a laterality index
[(left � right)/(left + right)] to determine whether an abnormal asym-
metry of the globus pallidus is related to symptom severity. We further
analyzed the striatum as a control region. This study was approved by
the Research Ethics Committee of the National Center of Neurology
and Psychiatry and Osaka University and was conducted following the
provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants. Further details are described in the Sup-
plementary Methods.

Partial correlation analysis, controlling for age, sex, intracranial vol-
ume, and MRI scanner, demonstrated a positive correlation between posi-
tive symptoms and the right pallidal volume even after Bonferroni
correction (Table 1). An additional analysis further controlling for chlor-
promazine equivalents showed that the right pallidal volume was still cor-
related with positive symptom severity (r = 0.163, P = 7.45 � 10�3). No
significant correlations with psychiatric symptom scales were found in the
caudate nucleus and putamen (Tables S2 and S3).

The present findings suggest that patients with a larger volume of
the right globus pallidus have more severe positive symptoms. This
result is similar to the finding by Gur et al.3 but not that by Spinks et al.
The volumes of both the right and left globus pallidus of patients with
chronic schizophrenia were larger than those of healthy individuals,5

whereas male individuals with ARMS or subclinical individuals with
SPEs showed larger volumes in the left globus pallidus.6,7 The partici-
pants in the present study were chronic patients with schizophrenia. The
present finding suggests a relationship between increased right pallidal
volume, which becomes more evident after onset, and more severe posi-
tive symptoms. Another remarkable feature of brain structures in
schizophrenia is a left–right difference in globus pallidus volume.5

However, our present results did not show any correlation between the
laterality index and symptom severity. The left–right differences in the
volume of the globus pallidus may reflect other features of schizophre-
nia. The limitation is that this is a cross-sectional study, and the causal
relationships between globus pallidus volume and positive symptoms is
unknown. Furthermore, the correlation between globus pallidus volume
and symptom severity was weak, suggesting that symptom severity
might also be explained by other brain features. Future studies should
be designed to resolve these points.
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mailto:John Wiley & Sons Australia, LtdMelbourne10.1111/(ISSN)1440-18191323-13161440-1819Psychiatry and Clinical NeurosciencesPsychiatry Clin. Neurosci.10.1111/pcn.v76.11&copy; 2022 Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology7611November 202210.1111/pcn.13457Letters to the EditorLetters to the Editor&copy; 2022 The Authors Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences &copy; 2022 Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology.600602Fig.Delayed encephalopathy after carbon monoxide poisoning treated with corticosteroid monotherapy: case reportLetters to the EditorLetters to the EditorMaiHayashiMDKojiOtsukiMD, PhDkotsuki@med.shimane-u.ac.jpShokoMiuraMDYasuhaMiharaMDSatoshiAbeMD, PhDMasatoshiInagakiMD, PhDDepartment of Psychiatry, Faculty of MedicineShimane UniversityIzumoJapanDepartment of Neurology, Faculty of MedicineShimane UniversityIzumoJapanCarbon monoxide (co) poisoning causes hypoxia (and even death) in the acute phase.1 Delayed encephalopathy after acute co poisoning (DEACMP) can occur even after recovery from acute co poisoning. DEACMP occurs 3 to 240&thinsp;days after acute co poisoning in 10% to 30% of cases.2 DEACMP symptoms include memory impairment and behavioral disorders.3 Scholars have examined the efficacy of hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy for DEACMP, but results have been inconsistent.4,5 Pharmacotherapy for DEACMP has not been established, and few reports of corticosteroids being effective have been published.3,6,7 The efficacy of corticosteroid monotherapy has been reported in only one case.6 This is the second report to show that DEACMP can be treated with corticosteroid monotherapy.Our patient was a 42-year-old Japanese man. He was diagnosed with depression at the age of 26&thinsp;years by a psychiatrist. He had been emotionally withdrawn for >10&thinsp;years. He attempted suicide with charcoal briquettes and was discovered 48 hours later. He was asymptomatic and did not go to the hospital at that time. He began to experience gait disturbance and apraxia 52&thinsp;days after the suicide attempt. He was accompanied by his family to the emergency department of our hospital. He was disoriented and experiencing memory impairment, unsteadiness, and gait disturbance. Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score was 13 points, and frontal assessment battery score was four points. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain showed hyperintensities in the bilateral globus pallidus on T1-weighted images and in the periventricular white matter on fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery images (Fig.&nbsp;1a,d). Because of the onset of symptoms 52&thinsp;days after exposure to co, he was diagnosed with DEACMP by a neurologist and was admitted to our hospital. HBO treatment was not available in our district, so we started methylprednisolone (intravenous 1000 mg daily) from day 2 of hospitalization. After 3&thinsp;days, we switched to prednisolone (60 mg daily, orally) and started dose-tapering. Cognitive dysfunction improved gradually and, 29&thinsp;days after hospital admission, the MMSE score was 29 points and frontal assessment battery score was 15 points. Brain MRI showed no obvious changes at that time (Fig.&nbsp;1b,e). Adverse effects of corticosteroids were not observed. He was diagnosed with a developmental disorder and discharged on day 115. He continues to visit our hospital and after 1&thinsp;year of symptom improvement, findings from his brain MRI showed a decrease in both globus pallidus and white matter hyperintensities (Fig.&nbsp;1c,f).We report a case of DEACMP treated with intravenous methylprednisolone pulse therapy (MPT) followed by oral prednisolone. This is the second case showing DEACMP to be improved after 1&thinsp;month of corticosteroid monotherapy.Interestingly, neurological dysfunction was markedly improved 1&thinsp;month after MPT followed by oral prednisolone. One previously published case report showing MPT to be effective against DEACMP reported a general improvement in cognitive dysfunction after &e_x007E;1&thinsp;month of MPT.6 Our data suggest that &ge;1&thinsp;month is needed to determine the effect of corticosteroids.Corticosteroid monotherapy appeared to be effective against DEACMP in our patient, but the mechanism of action of corticosteroids against DEACMP is not known. Xiang et al. reported that dexamethasone could attenuate inflammation by protecting myelin sheaths from the damage wrought by the inflammatory response in an animal model of DEACMP.8 The anti-inflammatory and immunosuppressive effects of methylprednisolone may have improved neurological dysfunction in our patient. Further research is needed on the usefulness of corticosteroids against DEACMP, including their mechanism of action.The hyperintensities of bilateral globus pallidus and periventricular white matter on brain MRI persisted when cognitive impairment improved 1&thinsp;month after treatment, but did improve after 1&thinsp;year. The improvement of clinical symptoms preceded the improvement in MRI findings. Abe et al. reported that after 1&thinsp;month of MPT, cognitive dysfunction improved in general and hyperintensity in the deep white matter decreased at that time.6 Hsiao et al. reported that neurological manifestations improved and correlated approximately with neuroimaging changes in 12 patients with DEACMP.9 The relationship between MRI changes and symptom improvement merits further investigation.In conclusion, we report a case of DEACMP treated with corticosteroid monotherapy. Intravenous MPT followed by oral prednisolone can be considered for DEACMP treatment (especially if HBO therapy is not available). Also, improvement in MRI findings may occur after symptom recovery in DEACMP.AcknowledgmentWe would like to thank Dr Rika Yoshida of the Department of Radiology, Faculty of Medicine, Shimane University, for her detailed advice on preparing the images. We thank Arshad Makhdum, PhD, from Edanz (https://jp.edanz.com/ac) for editing a draft of this manuscript.Disclosure statementThe authors declare no conflict of interests.ReferencesWeaver LK. Clinical practice. Carbon monoxide poisoning. N. Engl. J. Med. 2009; 360: 1217-1225.Ernst A, Zibrak JD. Carbon monoxide poisoning. N. Engl. J. Med. 1998; 339: 1603-1608.Xiang W, Xue H, Wang B et al. Combined application of dexamethasone and hyperbaric oxygen therapy yields better efficacy for patients with delayed encephalopathy after acute carbon monoxide poisoning. Drug des. Devel. Ther. 2017; 23: 513-519.Qin L, Meihua C, Dadong G et al. Efficacy of combined XingZhi-YiNao granules and hyperbaric oxygen therapy for cognition and motor dysfunction in patients with delayed encephalopathy after acute carbon monoxide poisoning. Evid. Based Complement. Alternat. Med. 2017; 2017: 1323297-1323296.Ning K, Zhou YY, Zhang N, Sun XJ, Liu WW, Han CH. Neurocognitive sequelae after carbon monoxide poisoning and hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Med Gas Res. 2020; 10: 30-36.Abe Y, Tanno Y, Ishihara T et al. High-dose intravenous methylpredonisolone for delayed leukoencephalopathy after carbon monoxide poisoning: A case report. Neurol Therapeutics. 2009; 26: 625-631 (in Japanese).Iwamoto K, Ikeda K, Mizumura S, Tachiki K, Yanagihashi M, Iwasaki Y. Combined treatment of methylprednisolone pulse and memantine hydrochloride prompts recovery from neurological dysfunction and cerebral hypoperfusion in carbon monoxide poisoning: A case report. J. Stroke Cerebrovasc. Dis. 2014; 23: 592-595.Xiang WP, Xue H, Wang BJ. Delayed encephalopathy of acute carbon monoxide intoxication in rats: Potential mechanism and intervention of dexamethasone. Pak. J. Pharm. Sci. 2014; 27: 2025-2028.Hsiao CL, Kuo HC, Huang CC. Delayed encephalopathy after carbon monoxide intoxication--long-term prognosis and correlation of clinical manifestations and neuroimages. Acta Neurol. Taiwan 2004; 13: 64-70.
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Successful electroconvulsive
therapy for 22q11.2 deletion
syndrome with Schizophrenia
and Parkinson’s disease

doi:10.1111/pcn.13467

22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11.2DS) is the most common chromosomal
microdeletion disorder that occurs in 1 in 2000–4000 live births.1

22q11.2DS, the DiGeorge syndrome and velocardiofacial syndrome,
includes various clinical presentations such as congenital heart disease,
neuropsychiatric illness, cleft palate, along with various endocrine, immuno-
logical, and gastrointestinal problems.1 The patients with 22q11.2DS have a
12–80 fold higher incidence rate for schizophrenia compared to the general
population; approximately 30% of patients with 22q11.2DS are diagnosed
with schizophrenia.1 Furthermore, they have an increased risk of early-onset
Parkinson’s disease (PD).2 According to a recent systematic review, electro-
convulsive therapy (ECT) can be an effective treatment method for
treatment-resistant schizophrenia, and improve motor symptoms, depression,
and psychosis in PD.3,4 We had difficulty in treating psychosis in patients
with 22q11.2DS who were affected by early-onset PD due to the trade-offs
with dopamine; ECT improved psychiatric symptoms, which resolved the
motor symptoms and enabled antipsychotic dose reduction.

Table 1. Partial correlations between PANSS symptom scale scores and pallidal volumes

Positive symptoms Negative symptoms General psychopathology

Partial r P value Partial r P value Partial r P value

Total volume 0.146 1.60� 10�2 0.142 1.97� 10�2 0.110 7.01 � 10�2

Left volume 0.090 1.42 � 10�1 0.121 4.73� 10�2 0.080 1.87 � 10�1

Right volume 0.185 2.27� 10�3* 0.136 2.47� 10�2 0.123 4.29� 10�2

Laterality index �0.078 2.01 � 10�1 0.015 8.06 � 10�1 �0.026 6.70 � 10�1

Raw P values were shown. Underlined font represents raw P < 0.05. Asterisk with bold and underlined font represents Bonferroni corrected
P < 0.05 (raw P value � 12).
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mailto:John Wiley & Sons Australia, LtdMelbourne10.1111/(ISSN)1440-18191323-13161440-1819Psychiatry and Clinical NeurosciencesPsychiatry Clin. Neurosci.10.1111/pcn.v76.11&copy; 2022 Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology7611November 202210.1111/pcn.13465Letters to the EditorLetters to the Editor&copy; 2022 The Authors Psychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences &copy; 2022 Japanese Society of Psychiatry and Neurology.602603TableAssociation between globus pallidus volume and positive symptoms in schizophreniaLetters to the EditorLetters to the EditorSatsukiItoMAKenichiroMiuraPhDmiura.kenichiro.2x@ncnp.go.jpMiranoMiyayamaBAJunyaMatsumotoMD, PhDMasakiFukunagaPhDKeiichiroIshimaruPhDMichikoFujimotoMD, PhDYukaYasudaMD, PhDYoshiyukiWatanabeMD, PhDRyotaHashimotoMD, PhDDepartment of Developmental and Clinical Psychology, The Division of Human Developmental SciencesGraduate School of Humanity and Sciences, Ochanomizu UniversityTokyoJapanDepartment of Pathology of Mental DiseasesNational Institute of Mental Health, National Center of Neurology and PsychiatryTokyoJapanDivision of Cerebral IntegrationNational Institute for Physiological SciencesAichiJapanFaculty of Core ResearchOchanomizu UniversityTokyoJapanDepartment of PsychiatryOsaka University, Graduate School of MedicineOsakaJapanLife Grow Brilliant Mental ClinicMedical Corporation FosterOsakaJapanDepartment of RadiologyShiga University of Medical ScienceShigaJapanIntramural Research Grant for Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders of NCNP3-1Japan Agency for Medical Research and DevelopmentJP18dm0307002JP19dm0207069JP21dk0307103JP21uk1024002JP21wm0425012Japan Society for the Promotion of Science19H0546720H0361120K06920Appendix S1. Supplementary methodsTable S1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participantsTable S2. Partial correlations between symptom severities and caudate volumesTable S3. Partial correlations between symptom severities and putamen volumesSchizophrenia is a psychiatric disorder characterized by positive and negative symptoms and cognitive dysfunction.1 Positive symptoms are a defining characteristic among the symptoms of schizophrenia and include delusions, hallucinations, and disorganization. Research is underway to elucidate the biological basis of these psychiatric symptoms using various methods.1,2 Subcortical structures, such as the basal ganglia and thalamus, have been implicated in the psychiatric symptoms of schizophrenia. Among them, the globus pallidus has long been the focus of attention.3,4 The globus pallidus is involved in the direct and indirect pathways in cortico-basal ganglia-thalamocortical loops, as it receives inhibitory control from the striatum based on the cortical signals, which is then related to controlling one's behavior with a balance of excitation via direct pathway and inhibition via indirect pathway as intrinsic (external segment) and output nuclei (internal segment) of the basal ganglia circuitry. A large-scale multi-site study demonstrated larger volumes of the left and right globus pallidus in patients with schizophrenia than in healthy controls and schizophrenia-specific leftward asymmetry in the pallidum volume.5 Recently, a larger left pallidal volume has been reported in individuals with at-risk mental state (ARMS) and subclinical psychotic experiences (SPEs).6,7 However, the relationship between the globus pallidus and symptom severity remains unclear. Gur et al.3 reported a positive correlation between globus pallidus volume and symptom severity, while Spinks et al.4 reported that in patients not taking antipsychotic medication, the smaller the external segment of the globus pallidus was, the more severe the symptoms. The present study examined the association between structural aspects of the globus pallidus and symptom severity in patients with schizophrenia. To overcome the challenges of previous studies, we used a larger sample and objective analytical methods recently established.The analysis included 276 patients with schizophrenia recruited at Osaka University Hospital (Table&nbsp;S1). The data from these participants overlap with our previous studies, and hence details of exclusion and inclusion of the participants have been described elsewhere.8,9 We used the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS)10 to assess symptom severity, and the volume of the globus pallidus was calculated by FreeSurfer 5.3 software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) based on the Enhancing Neuroimaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis (ENIGMA) protocol using T1-weighted magnetic resonance images. The volumes of the globus pallidus were examined for bilateral summation and separately for each side. We also examined a laterality index [(left&thinsp;-&thinsp;right)/(left&thinsp;+&thinsp;right)] to determine whether an abnormal asymmetry of the globus pallidus is related to symptom severity. We further analyzed the striatum as a control region. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the National Center of Neurology and Psychiatry and Osaka University and was conducted following the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Further details are described in the Supplementary Methods.Partial correlation analysis, controlling for age, sex, intracranial volume, and MRI scanner, demonstrated a positive correlation between positive symptoms and the right pallidal volume even after Bonferroni correction (Table&nbsp;1). An additional analysis further controlling for chlorpromazine equivalents showed that the right pallidal volume was still correlated with positive symptom severity (r&nbsp;=&nbsp;0.163, P&nbsp;=&nbsp;7.45&thinsp;x&thinsp;10-3). No significant correlations with psychiatric symptom scales were found in the caudate nucleus and putamen (Tables&nbsp;S2 and S3).The present findings suggest that patients with a larger volume of the right globus pallidus have more severe positive symptoms. This result is similar to the finding by Gur et al.3 but not that by Spinks et al. The volumes of both the right and left globus pallidus of patients with chronic schizophrenia were larger than those of healthy individuals,5 whereas male individuals with ARMS or subclinical individuals with SPEs showed larger volumes in the left globus pallidus.6,7 The participants in the present study were chronic patients with schizophrenia. The present finding suggests a relationship between increased right pallidal volume, which becomes more evident after onset, and more severe positive symptoms. Another remarkable feature of brain structures in schizophrenia is a left-right difference in globus pallidus volume.5 However, our present results did not show any correlation between the laterality index and symptom severity. The left-right differences in the volume of the globus pallidus may reflect other features of schizophrenia. The limitation is that this is a cross-sectional study, and the causal relationships between globus pallidus volume and positive symptoms is unknown. Furthermore, the correlation between globus pallidus volume and symptom severity was weak, suggesting that symptom severity might also be explained by other brain features. Future studies should be designed to resolve these points.Disclosure statementThe authors declare no conflicts of interest.ReferencesOnitsuka T, Hirano Y, Nakazawa T et al. Toward recovery in schizophrenia: Current concepts, findings, and future research directions. Psychiatry Clin Neurosci 2022; 76: 282-291.Wolf A, Ueda K, Hirano Y. Recent updates of eye movement abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia: A scoping review. Psychiatry Clin Neurosci 2021; 75: 82-100.Gur RE, Maany V, Mozley PD, Swanson C, Bilker W, Gur RC. Subcortical MRI volumes in neuroleptic-naive and treated patients with schizophrenia. Am J Psychiatry 1998; 155: 1711-1717.Spinks R, Nopoulos P, Ward J, Fuller R, Magnotta VA, Andreasen NC. Globus pallidus volume is related to symptom severity in neuroleptic naive patients with schizophrenia. Schizophr Res 2005; 73: 229-233.Okada N, Fukunaga M, Yamashita F et al. Abnormal asymmetries in subcortical brain volume in schizophrenia. Mol Psychiatry 2016; 21: 1460-1466.Okada N, Yahata N, Koshiyama D, et al. Abnormal asymmetries in subcortical brain volume in early adolescents with subclinical psychotic experiences. Transl Psychiatry 2018; 8: 254.Sasabayashi D, Takayanagi Y, Takahashi T et al. Subcortical brain volume abnormalities in individuals with an at-risk mental state. Schizophr Bull 2020; 46: 834-845.Koshiyama D, Fukunaga M, Okada N et al. Role of frontal white matter and corpus callosum on social function in schizophrenia. Schizophr Res 2018; 202: 180-187.Ito S, Matsumoto J, Sakai Y et al. Positive association between insight and attitudes toward medication in Japanese patients with schizophrenia: Evaluation with the schedule for assessment of insight (SAI) and the drug attitude inventory - 10 questionnaire (DAI-10). Psychiatry Clin Neurosci 2021; 75: 187-188.Kay SR, Fiszbein A, Opler LA. The positive and negative syndrome scale (PANSS) for schizophrenia. Schizophr Bull 1987; 13: 261-276.

